
 

  

Computer Programming Courses for Math or Elective Credit 
 
•  MA1501 or CE4101 Computer Programming: Snap!   (First Semester) 
This course explores a variety of computational thinking and programming concepts. It introduces the students 
to SNAP!, a block-based programming language similar to those used in computer animation.  Students’ 
experiences in this course will provide them the coding background knowledge they need to move on to pure 
language based coding. This is a project-based course where students complete a comprehensive project at the 
end of every unit. Students spend approximately three out of every four class periods building projects and 
practicing the coding skills they have learned.  
Periods per week:  4       Credit:  .5 
     
•  MA1502 or CE4102  Computer Programming: Python  (Second Semester) 
This course explores a variety of computational thinking and programming concepts. It introduces the students 
to Python, a text-based programming language used in a variety of arenas including the development of apps for 
smart devices. This is a project-based course where students complete a comprehensive project at the end of 
every unit. Students spend approximately three out of every four class periods building projects and practicing 
the coding skills they have learned.  
Periods per week:  4           Credit:  .5 
Prerequisite Introduction to Computer Programming I, Exploring Computer  
Science Education, or prior experience with Snap! or Scratch 
 
•  CE4100 or MA1500 Exploring Computer Science Engineering (Both Semesters) 

This is a survey course which introduces students to a variety of areas in computer science through 
classroom discussions, demonstrations, and hands-on activities. Topics include computer architecture, 
networking, software (application and system), programming languages and related career exploration. 
Ethical issues such as copyrights and fair use, current trends, and responsible use of computers in 
society will be discussed. Multimedia technologies such as 3D graphics, DVD/CD-RW, surround 
sound, web animation and streaming will be explored.  Level: N Grade: 9-12 Credit: .5 

Who are these courses for? 

• Anyone who is capable of taking an Algebra 2 Course 

• Students of all grades who are interested in coding 

• Seniors who want to take them to get their fourth math credit 

o Primarily students in Trig&Analysis and AT&T? 

• Students who need ½ math credit because of unusual circumstances 

How students should select these courses? 

• If it is their second course they will select them on the Family Portal when they select their 
electives OR they can see their counselor. 

• If it is their primary math course teacher enters the course(s) as a recommendation 


